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Calendar of Events
* May 20th
*May 23rd
May 25-26th
*May 30th

*Jun 2nd
*Jun 7th
*Jun 8-10th
*Jun 15th
*Jun 16th
Jun 17th
July 28-29th
Sep 16th

*Kamloops Chapter Events

Falkland Stampede Parade {Contact Jerry Wallin if planning on attending}
General Meeting
Coastal Swap Meet Tradex, Abbotsford
May Tour Meeting
28th Annual Swap Meet {New Location @ Logan Lake}{250 573 5965 for stall rental}

1st Cruise Night
LRT Tour to Whistler contact John Rostron 250 378 9563
40th Celebration [$10.00 per person contact Dave 250 578 8884 for tickets]
Ashcroft’s 50th Stampede Parade
Village Green Mall Car Show at 10 am Vernon
Working truck Show at Cache Creek
Smith GM Show & Shine 10 - 3

*Oct 29th
Sun Fun Tours 4 day Tulalip Casino, Antique Shopping & Visit to Lemay’s Car Museum
th
*May 10-13 2013 May Tour “Meet the Dean” in Kamloops

40th Anniversary
Celebration In talking
to Del Basaraba it is going to be a great
evening starting off with Happy Hour, then
Steak Dinner followed up with
Entertainment and Door Prizes Please bring a lawn
chair. It would help make the party if you could dress
Vintage. For tickets contact Dave 250 578 8884 or
MRS.D@shaw.ca.
[Cut off for tickets is at Swap Meet June 2nd]

Adopt A Road: -

Don’t quite know what to say other thanks to those that came and
helped. Noella appreecaited the extra help in the kitchen and once again Bob Chambers was kind enough to do
the cooking.I don’t know what I would do with out his help. This time we had 35 people and the weather was
nice enough that we could even open the doors in the garage. Surprising we only manage to collect 5 bags of
garbage this time. It was nice to see some members managed to drive Vintage. Jerry Wallin added to the
exceitment by locking his car keys in the trunk to make certain they were safe while he was picking up garbage.
Vicky laughed as it was Jerry that had to go home for the spare set of keys. {Check and make sure that you do
have a second set of keys for your Vintage Car}

Vicky is smileing & I believ that Mrg is offering a hand to Jerry

Some of the Clean Up Gang

J erry & Ray under the city sign.

“Our Canine division”

Coming or going we still picked up the garbage.

More of the clean up crew

I think these boots where made for the job. Well at least they did stand out.

Bob hard at work over the hot BBQ

Always lots of good food

Thanks again and hope we see everyone again when we do it in the fall. Would be nice to see some new faces
as it is not hard work and it is a club activity. Noella & Dave
The Steering Column by President Bob Gieselman
I can report all committees are going full bore on their respective duties we can thank them for being such good
organizers. Dick Parkes did a super job again with the Easter Parade. Swap Meet our biggest fund raiser of the year is
th
coming right along with the direction of John Foley. Our 40 anniversary celebrations event at Del Basaraba’s place is
coming together with the direction of Del. And the Meet the Dean in 2013 May Tour planning is well underway under the
direction of Ken Hoshowski. On behalf of the club I would like to thank these guys.

Dad’s 1970 F-100 by Chris Kempling
In the fall of 1969, my father purchased a new Ford
F-100 and stuck a 10 foot camper on it. Even with the
extra leaf springs it was far too heavy for the plucky
half-ton (not sure what dad was thinking). It was blue,
and a radical departure from the station wagons my
five brothers and I had grown up with. The idea was
to take the family camping. But Dad’s job as a church
minister consumed virtually all of his time, so family
vacations were rare.
Near the end of the long winter of 1969-70, my
mother decided to take us on a spring break trip to
Florida. My workaholic father was too busy with his
job, so mom bravely volunteered to head the expedition
from London, Ontario to the Sunshine State. Three of my brothers, my brother’s best friend Keith, and my
mom piled into the Ford, brimming over with excitement at the prospect of warmth, sandy beaches and palm
trees. I was in grade 9 then, at 14 too young to drive, but my brother Philip, Keith and mom took turns at the
wheel. Our goal was to drive non-stop, swapping the three drivers until we reached sunshine. My younger
brothers Jon and Daniel (12 and 6, respectively) and I piled into the cab overhang for the best view of the
scenery whizzing by.
Things went well until we went through customs at Buffalo. For some reason, Philip pulled over after
clearing the border and was parked on the shoulder for what I thought was an inordinately long time. So I
hopped out of the camper to ask him what was going on. Just as I slammed the door to the camper, he pulled
away. I broke into a sprint, yelling my head off! Little brother Daniel saved the day, glancing into the rear
view mirror, and asking “Why is Chris running behind the truck?” Phil screeched to a stop and slammed the
Ford into reverse to pick me up.
“What the hell were you doing?” I yelled, earning a scolding from my very devout mother for my
intemperate language.
Whoever was doing the navigating thought it would be “shorter” to take a particular upstate New York
highway to connect with the I-95. Coming down a steep hill in the dark, mom started to lose control of the
overloaded F-100 (especially with the three of us in the top bunk). She fought the wheel, swerving violently
from side to side as the truck rolled like a drunken sailor with its top-heavy load. There must have been angels
keeping us upright, because mom finally regained control at the bottom of the hill. The only casualty was a
carton of eggs. They had flown out of the fridge, whose door had popped open during the wild ride. What a
mess!
I slept through New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia and the Carolinas, but woke to the red dirt of Georgia. It
was warm! Our excitement grew as we neared Florida’s northern border. It amused us to no end that gas
station attendants would invariably say, “Y’all come back now, heah?” as they handed us the gas receipt.
Twenty-five hours after leaving the snowdrifts of Ontario, we crossed the Georgia-Florida border. To this day,
I can remember the heavenly scent of orange blossoms permeating the humid sub-tropical air. We marvelled at
the white sand beaches, graceful palms, and languidly cruising convertibles.
Brother Phil and Keith, both 18 at the time, pulled up at the nearest Ft. Lauderdale beach parking lot,
ogling the bikini clad co-eds thronging the sand. My younger brothers and I, after being cooped up for hours in
the truck, hit the beach and surf yelling like banshees. It was wonderful.
We decided to carry on to the Florida Keys. First, it was clearly necessary to
empty the toilet holding tank. Not having a clue where to find a sani-dump, my
brother decided to back over a rural roadside ditch to get rid of our sewage.
Unfortunately, the exterior handle had broken off the dumping hole, so Keith and
brother Phil were underneath the rig with a screwdriver trying to get it open. My
job was to pull the release on the inside when Phil yelled “Go.” But as he slipped
with the screwdriver on the half-open cover, he yelled “Oh!” Thinking this was the signal, I duly pulled the

lever, releasing the sewage. My mother said she never knew Phil could move that fast. To say the least, he was
not a happy camper. After dire warnings of elder brother revenge, we were on our way. Honest, it was an
accident!
The Florida Keys were magical, a string of pearls on the azure Gulf of Mexico. We stopped at a roadside park
on one of the smaller keys, and had a blast chasing small rays through the shallow water. We made it as far as
Marathon before turning back.
The next day was Sunday, and mom made it clear that we would be in church somewhere that morning.
Brother Phil suggested we find a “black” church, as he’d heard they were pretty lively (and quite different from
the Methodist style church my father worked for). We finally found one in a predominantly black suburb of
Miami. Our truck and camper with Ontario plates stood out like a sore thumb in the church parking lot. But as
we entered the sanctuary, our blonde hair and white faces were even more of a stark contrast to the entirely
black congregation.
It was total culture shock. After some very rousing hymns involving a swaying choir and lots of hand
clapping, a young pastor stood to introduce a much older one. He shuffled slowly to the front and took his
place at the pulpit. “The doctor told me to stay in bed. But the Lord told me to get up and preach the Word!”
He then launched into one of the most lively sermons I’d ever heard. There was an elderly woman with a catlike voice sitting behind us who would punctuate every pause in the preacher’s delivery with “That’s right,
pastor” or “Amen, brother”. There were plenty of “Hallelujah’s” “Amens” and “You tell it, pastor” sprinkled
throughout the sermon. I’d never heard anything like it. Except for the trampoline jumps, it was very close to
the church scene in the “Blues Brothers” movie.
The trip home was relatively uneventful. In Georgia, however, a rock kicked up by a dump truck we
were following came through the top camper window, smashing it entirely. None of us were hurt, and after a
few hours at an automotive glass shop we were on our way again. The glass guy said, “Y’all come back now,
heah?”
Back in London, I was itching to drive, and secretly had a key cut to the F-100. Dad was working out of
town, mom had the night shift at a nursing home. With her sleeping during the day, I had free reign to get into
mischief. So I took to joy riding without a license. I went around looking for hitch-hikers and took them where
they wanted to go. But one day, seven year old Daniel spotted me sneaking out of the driveway. I was obliged
to take him for a ride in exchange for his oath of secrecy. To his credit, he kept the secret for quite a while. But
one day, he was riding in the truck with my parents, and, making conversation, said, “I’ve been on this road
before. Once with you and once with Chris!” My mother said, “How can that be, Danny? Chris doesn’t
drive.”
“Yes, he does!” he insisted. “He took me for a drive in the truck one day.” Needless to say I had my key
confiscated and endured a lengthy grounding for that.
The next year, I finally got my license, and was able to take the truck to school instead of the enduring
the 45 minute bus ride over washboard gravel roads. I hammered that pickup pretty good through those
potholes, but it soaked them all up without a problem. I remember scaring my brother Jon by practising
controlled skids around one of the S-turns on the rural road we took into town on winter mornings. I was pretty
proud of my “drifts” and managed to get to school without landing in the ditch.
One day I scared myself thoroughly, however. I had driven to the local football stadium for a big match
against our rivals from the next town. After a glorious victory, I hopped into the truck and offered a few
classmates a ride back to the school. Then a few more jumped in, uninvited. Then a bunch more dog-piled in,
until the entire bed was packed with happy, hollering teenagers. I started off slowly, not realizing how
overloaded I was. As I tried to negotiate a minor curve, the truck started weaving uncontrollably, with kids
screaming and holding on for dear life. Shaken, I managed to get it over the curb, and ordered everyone out.
Angels again, because no one got hurt.
I had some of the best experiences of my life in that old Ford. And I finally got my own ’96 F-150 a
few years later, but only did a few crazy things (the kind you don’t tell your wife about if you escape
unscathed). My classic car at present is a 1976 Lincoln Continental Mark IV, but I think I’ll keep my eye out
for a ’70 Ford, just for old times’ sake. Ironically, when my son Justin got married recently, his wedding
vehicle was a 1970 Ford F-100. The apple doesn’t fall too far from the tree, eh?  Chris

T

he vehicle history, as far as we can
ascertain, is that it was imported for
the Dunedin Exhibition where it
was used in the show, subsequently
bought by the North Shore Bus Company
an used on the Bayswater to Milford run
and also on Waiheke Island until WW!!. It
was the n converted into a mobile
canteen for the American troops
stationed at Western Springs. Eventually
it became a bach/motor home in the
1950’s with someone thought to be a
hermit, living in it at Kawakawa. As it was
parked on a flood plain, the flood waters
eventually got the better of it as the
photos show.
White and Poppe made Dennis’ Thead engines from the early 1900’s but
Dennis acquired the company 1919 and
manufacture carried on until 1925 when
more modern engines were produced.
The T-head engine is a relic of the steam
age and bears a lot of similarities. This
engine has a capacity of about 6 litres
and develops about 60 bhp. It has four
cylinders in two barrels with two pistons
in each, an inlet valve on one side and
exhaust on the other lifted by canshafts

running along each side of the
crankcase and driven by a gear train
from the front of the crankshaft. The
same gear train drives the water pump
on one side and the magneto on the
other. Main and camshaft bearings are
pressure fed, the big ends splash fed.
The valve stems are exposed and only
have a cover with an oil hole in them to
oil the valve stem every 80 miles. The
starting procedure is to dribble pertol into
the primers and try to crank it if you are
very strong. A second person is needed
to shut the primers when it fires.
The Dennis has a cone clutch with a
tapered circular face fitting in to the
internally tapered flywheel. To take the
drive to the gearbox it has a short drive
shaft with two fabric couplings and this
whole assembly slides when the clutch is
depressed. A cardan shaft emergency
foot brake clamps directly to a drum on
the four-speed crash gearbox output
shaft. The handbrake lever operates on
the rear wheels only and this is the main
brake.

A large worm drive diff with planetary
gearing to the axles provides final drive.
After retrieving the bones of the bus
from Kawakawa Bay the early members
had done a lot of the cleaning and
repairing of the chassis plus other work.
But lack of time and funds meant the
project had to be put on hold, It lay in the
shed as a storage rack or junk for the
next 25 years.
Now that many of the members are
retired it was decided to have a regular
Thursday morning restoration day. We
have a variety of member skills from
retired aircraft, engineers, carpenters,
mechanics and, best of all, one with a
machine shop and sandblasting and
painting facilities. In November 2008 the
chassis was moved out to the middle of
the restoration shed, cleared of all the
junk on it, and work commenced.
Restoration of the engine had been
stated but had just been left. Fortunately
the diff had been fully remade many
years ago (thanks to the Navy). To have
a huge worm and wheel made nowadays
would have choked the project.

The gearbox was all there but seized.
Generally all parts were there but in bits
and pieces, mostly un-restored, corroded
from lying in the swamp and rusted
beyond use but good for patterns.
The chassis had been lasted and
repaired and was in good condition so
the rear springs were refitted easily. At
some stage, probably thanks to the Navy,
the hangers had been recast and
machined along with new shackle pins.
The crankcase that had been sitting in
the chassis was removed and work
began on the engine. We had four very
rusty blocks that were sandblasted to see
what state they were in. One of each
matching barrels were useable but one
set were oversized and one of each were
used. The pistons that matched were
serviceable but needed new rings. We
had them made and the regrooved the
pistons to suit.
The valves that were useable were
ground, the seats recut and suitable
collets were made. Each guide was
different size with some guides were
used from the discarded blocks and with

a lot of matching we finally had them
fitted. The caps hy allow access to the
valves, and also carried the spark plugs
and priming cups, were cast and
machined. Every internal thread on the
blocks had to be drilled out and retapped,
a very time consuming job.
The sump was sandblasted and
cleaned and the oil pump overhauled.
The white metal bearings were all
useable, and with careful fitting the
engine gradually came back together. It
had been decided to fit a starter motor,
With a lot of hunting for 20” ring gear,
one was found for a Hino truck and the
flywheel machined to fit it.
We had the water pump, driven from
the camshaft. But the drive gear was
missing. There was a lot of head
scratching going on as to how to get a
helical gear cut that would mesh, when in
walked a member who had been raiding
the parts shed. In his hand was a gear
that turned out to be the missing gear,
which enable us to fit the water pump.
We have a retired plumber who is a
master at cutting precision gaskets so his

skills were in demand making all the
gaskets. After many months the engine
was reassembled and returned to the
chassis.
A
reconditioned
magneto
was
purchased fitted with a Simms drive..
This required an adapter plate in order
that the drive would match up to the
Simms coupling. The engine had a
dynamo so the bracket was modified to
take a generator from the parts shed.
The crank handle was missing so a large
spanner was cut down to give the period
look of the crank then welded up and
mounted.
The gearbox was cleaned and new
bearings fitted. The cardan shaft brake
was steel on steel. The shoes were
machined out and linings bonded on. It is
driven via two fabric couplings and
useable cones were found and fited. The
cone clutch was made useable and
installed along with the pedals and
linkages. A gear change lever was in the
collection but the hand brake lever was
missing. A suitable one was found and
cut down to fit, the levers and brackets
having to be made.

The steering box had been overhauled but the water had got in and it was a write-off. A new worm was made and refitted. The
steering wheel was made and refitted. The steering wheel was a rusty shell but with a lot of brazing and filling soon became useable
again.
The front axle was in place but needed new ball joints and steering overhauled. A new tire rod had to be made as the old one had
been in the swamp and was well rusted.
All the wheel nuts were damaged we had new one were made on a CNC, and these are the only things apart from the rings and
sandblasting of large parts that we have had to pay to be done.
The finned tube radiator was beyond repair. We had many scary quotes from all parts of the world to have new tubes made. The cost
of this was beyond the funds. Available so was causing major headaches. Some brave member said that we should make our own and
received a mixed response from other members! Our tame engineer said a die could be made and the wavy washers stamped, but
there would be a lot of work involved. This lead to the die being made and brass stock cut and hours of punching the 14,000 wavy
washers required commenced. 140 tubes were cut to length and a hand press made to assemble the tubes. This at the time of writing
is still in progress and we have about a third o the way to go.
The header and lower tanks are large cast aluminum castings and beyond salvage. They have been bogged over and will be cast and
machined. We believe our radiator rebuild will be completed with the final cost at a fraction of the prices quoted just for the tubes. A
Trader truck petrol tank was acquired and fitted and the vacuum lift tank was refurbished and fitted.
A ‘Smiths Easy Start’ was spotted on Trade Me and it was quickly pounced on. It will replace the need for the primer cups. It is a
small pump that injects a small shot of petrol direct into the manifold, so overcomes the need for the priming cups or a choke.
The started motor was a challenge as the exhaust pipe prevented it being installed adjacent to the block. Also, a big motor would
need some horsepower to turn it. After much rummaging in the parts shed to find the right rotations and larger motor, one was found
that would do it except it rotated the wrong way. On the rear was a ½” square drive that a socket extension bar would fit this corrected
the rotation and solved the problem of getting the drive over the flywheel. A sub frame was made to car rte motor, along with a suitable
Bendix drive, and when all fitted up it worked well.
Tyres were found along with some donated by the Whangarei Branch. The wheels were cleaned up and painted and tyres fitted sop
the chassis could at last sit on its own wheels. A missing 2” diameter by 36” long axle was made and fitted.
Thursday morning’s working bees were progressing so well we were running out of projects so it was decided to try and start the
beast. A large drum was placed out the side and water pipes run to it. Petrol was put in the vacuum tank, a battery fitted to the starter
and then it was fire-up time. A few winds on the starter assisted by the crank handle and away it fired an ran very well. The carburetor
was flooding and a few minor water leaks were all attended to over the next week and second run-up was planned.
It was great week petrol was place into the tank, the engine primed and the battery charged up again. A short wind on the starter and
the beast burst into life. With a little fiddling of the timing and carburetor it was running was sweet as a clock. The thing that surprised us
all is how smoothly such a large engine runs. There is very little vibration and the exhaust noise through the truck muffler we had fitted
was minimal.
Nearly 12 months from starting on the bus and moving the chassis out we now have a rolling chassis. This year body building is well
underway with a steel sub frame made and the floor down. Still a long way to go but we all enjoy the challenge.
Running parallel on the Thursdays another team is restoring a 1936 Chevrolet fire engine and there has been friendly rivalry as to
who would win. The Dennis team won the start up but the next race is to when the body building is completed.
One thing these two projects have done is bring the branch together with up to 24 members arriving on the Thursday mornings, tools
in hand and willing to go. We all enjoy it and this along with a good morning tea, is a great way to share blokes’ tales while working.
Projects like the Dennis are keeping the history of the early transport in place and can give the youth of today an idea of how things
used to be. Article from “Beaded Wheels” The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand news letter.

In regards to the article I did see the project and the pictures of the bus and fire truck below are some of what I took when
I made the visit. They had to guess on the bus frame as they had nothing to go on. Two great club projects. Dick Parkes
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A post card that was sent to me from Kathy Slater Prince
George Chapter showing Engine #4 of the Kettle Valley Line.
Don’t know the car other than it is not a Hupp.

2012 Swap Meet plans and bookings are moving forward very well. As usual we are very, very
short of help. We need at least 30 more volunteers to make this work, we passed a signup sheet around
at the last meeting and got some names but not enough to make a successful event. Steve will have a
signup sheet at the next meeting. Please volunteer some of your time for Saturday June 2nd to make a
lighter load for everyone as you are part of this chapter. That should not be too much to ask. We only
ask of your help for this one day a year. Remember this is the chapter’s only fund raiser that we have.
Tim and Barb Wourms will be greatly missed as they were always there to help where ever needed.

I understand the road joining Logan Lake and the Coquihalla Hwy is very well patrolled by the
RCMP. You may be in a hurry to get to the Swap Meet however watch your speed and save your
money for the Swap Meet. Thanks, John Foley

For our new members: - Cruise Nights are on Thursday Nights throughout the summer. We meet by the Uji
Gardens in Riverside Park at 6 pm {picnic supper} then at 7 pm we make a Cruise to somewhere. Please check
times closely as there is going to be some nights that we have to leave the park earlier than 7 pm. Driving
Vintage is nice however if you can’t drive vintage come anyway. The whole family is welcome including Grand
Parents if you are not already one.
Kamshafts: - As they are e mailed out as a group some members receive it in their ”Junk Mail” file. I try to
send the Kamshaft out the Thursday or Friday preceding our Meeting Date so look for it. Similar to the calendar
as I try to get it out within the last two days of the month.
40th Anniversary: - Del has quite a party arranged for us to celebrate 40 years. Sure do hope you can come and
help make it a success. There will be tickets at the General May Meeting.
Sun Fun Tours 4 day tour to Tulalip Resort & LeMay’s Car Museum Oct. 29th: - I understand that this tour
is quickly filling up so if you are thinking about it I would suggest that you contact Sun Fun 250 314 9923 SAP
so you do not lose out and be disappointed as tour is now open to the public. [Fare per person Double $349]
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Committee Members Needed: Santa Claus Parade: - A member to organize a
float for this parade.
Vintage Car Correspondent: - Someone to write
the Kamloops Chapter news for the “The Vintage
Car”
Contact ……………. President Bob 250 372 0469
or ..…………….BobGiesleman@sunrivers.com
Note [TheKamshaft Editor does not do this job]

1959 Chev $12,000 professional rebuilt V8 &
transmission less than 5000 mi., new upholstery 2004,
new tires, 2nd owner, 65000 original miles. Looking for
small British Sports car. ... Tim Wourms 250 554 2199
Model A Speedometer $40.00 excellent core MPH
works fine ……………..… Clark Borth 250 377 4596

Auto Lite Electric Shifter: - for ’58 Merc, Edsel
or ’56 Packard ….………… Virgil 250 851 0243

1964 Impala/Pontiac Brake Drums $5.00 each
……………………………… Steve Bell 250 828 0620

Wheel: - 14” – 4std wheel 165 R175
……………………… keithgalbraith @shaw.ca
1st Restoration Project: - 67-70 Chev P/U or mid
50’s Studebaker P/U David Borth 250 572 1594
1965 Rambler Ambassador 990 $18,000 Fully
Restored. …………..... Herman Kovacs 250 377 8022

FREEBIES;
- Lots of different wheel rims including some for
wooden wheels.
- Several 19" tires suitable for holding up a car
during restoration.
- Tow bar

1952 Ford $10,000 obo. 2 dr. Almost every thing up graded
to make it a more fun to drive. *Barry Tweed 250 374 4538

- Several bumpers from late 20's and early 30's.
- Boxes of hubcaps.
Dick 250 573-5740 or rparkes@telus.net

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time: The surest way to get somewhere is to know where you are going
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